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Title: Analysis of Multiple Classification in the qualitative research

Abstract

The field  of investigation has a contribution of informat ive wealth when it  looks

for  quali tative data,  inser ted in  the investigation instrument in form of open

questions.  The analysis of the qualitat ive data wil l join that analysis potential .  One

method is the Thematic Analysis as ment ions Minayo (1993).  We propose an

alternative method, denominated of Analysis of Mult iple Classif ication,

specifically for the treatment of  “speeches”,  answers of argumentative type.  The

advantage is: that analysis expresses all ideas from the answer .  We joined the

quantification of the data potent ially collected under the optics of the

qualification, allowing evaluating the problem and the importance of that

investigation as an analysis element and projection of the real ity.  The treatment  of

the open questions for the Analysis of Multiple Classification potentiates the

discussion of the data conf iguring the simultaneous elaboration of the text .
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Analysis of Multiple Classification in the qualitative research

The field  of investigation has a contribution of informat ive wealth when it

looks for  quali tative data,  in general,  is inserted in the investigat ion instrument in

form of open questions.  Even values questions that are answered by a simple form

as - no or yes -,  or still  in form of scale of the type as - ignored,  little,  more or

less,  a lot -  when done with a “why do you find that?” they are enlarged al lowing

the knowledge of arguments that they contribute favorably or not.  The present

censorship in the lack of that inquiry impedes a quality analysis because the

debate closes up in the given answer.  To the author  remains to describe the facts

relatively to the favorable individuals ' proportion and the contrary to the theory

individuals' proportion, impeded of establishing an elucidating debate,  just

conjectur ing.

With the knowledge of  the arguments used by the interview in the open

questions opens up a great number  of statistical techniques that can be used in the

treatment  of the data.  We will denominate that treatment of a qualified

quantitat ive analysis by the arguments used by the invest igated subjects.  With

those systematized arguments we potentially joined the quantification of the data

col lected under  the optics of the quali fication, al lowing evaluating the problem

and the importance of  that invest igation as an analysis element  and project ion of

the reali ty.

The statistical analysis is a type of reading again, which decodes the observed
relationships. It interprets the information after its treatment of data seeking for
maxim and minimum, its relative importance in consonance with the descriptive
measures that they look for to enlarge the reading of the data. Also, the elements are
sought that can be projected starting from the statistics samples for the population,
after its validation for the hypothesis tests. This reading is complementally and
argumentative, it is adjusted, on one side, to the need to evidence relationships no so
apparent, to prove and to validate results, projecting them thoroughly, and, on the
other hand, to corroborate the statements “visualized”, sustaining them as textual
arguments. (FRICKE, 1999, P.111).
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The treatment of the open questions,  here denominated of Analysis of

Multiple Classi fication promotes the discussion of the data configuring the

simultaneous elaborat ion of  the discussion text.

Thematic Analysis and of Content

The analysis of  the qualitative data wi ll aggregate that analysis potential ,

however different points of  views can be used to do that treatment wi th views to

the presentation. Commonly on identifies this process as Contents Analysis,  and

the contents can be represented by the interpretation of the author's  argumentative

idea,  for  the repeatability  in the use of words –subjects,  verbs,  adverbs,

qualities–in the text  allowing to  do a semant ic analysis of the same.

This  is  made th rough a cont inuous  process in  what o n  try  to
identify  d imens ions,  catego r ies ,  tenden cies ,  patter ns,  re lation ships,
unmasking  them the meaning .  This  is  a complex ,  no  l ineal proces s,
which  imp licates  a reductio n  of  w ork ,  o rganization  and
in terpretation  of  the  data,  which  already  beg ins in  the explora tory
phase and  accompanies  all  the inv estiga tion  ( Min ayo, 1 993, p .  170) .

The methods proposed to accomplish the qualitative analysis are based in

the content Analysis and in  the Thematic Analysis as ment ions Minayo (1993).  The

Thematic Analysis allows the open quest ions to be t reated in the quantitative

opt ics af ter the qual itative evaluation, consisting in

to  d iscov er  the  sense  nucle i that   comp oses a  commu nication  who se
presence or  f requency , mean  some th ing  for  th e s tamped an aly tical
objective .  In  o ther  w ords,  trad it ionally ,  the  thematic an alysis  heads
for  the countin g  of  the f requency  of  th e unit s  of  s ign if icance that
def ine th e char acter  of  the  speech . Or ,  to  th e oppo site,  qualit atively
the  presence of  cer ta in  themes denotes  the re ference valu es and  the
present models  of  beh avior  in  the  speech . MIN AYO (1 993, P .209)
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In this case through contents analysis we wil l evaluate the qualitative text

to discover in the repeatability of the syntactic units as verb,  subject,  predicate

that will  define the character of  the speech while the thematic unit reinforces the

idea of the ver ificat ion of  the presence of thematic units in the text.  For  one i t  is

the own composi tion of the speech while for another  they are the approached

themes. According to BARDIN mentioned by MINAYO (1993, p.  208) “the

THEME is the unit of signif icance that frees naturally from a analyzed text

according to relative criteria to  the theory that serves from guide to the reading.”

For  the accomplishment of the thematic analysis,  MINAYO (1993) mentions the

importance of proceeding to  a Previous Analysis,  to  the Exploration of the

Material and the Treatment of the resul ts.

In the previous analysis phase,  the researcher accomplishes a general

reading of the answers and that contact  with the material ,  takes him to understand

the speeches al ready absorbing its content form and then “to visualize” a type of

rude themes, no systematically,  in its contents.  That first organizat ion of  the

col lected mater ial needs to  take in consideration some validation cri teria as:

exhaustion – that considers the exhausting study of the “speeches” -,

representative – that intends to represent  the theme l ike him comes in the speech

without modifying its  sense,  homogeneous – that implicates in the identity  of the

group of answers classified by that theme, and relevant – that is  related to the

theme as analysis category according to  the theoret ical referential of the research.

Mainly,  i t  should be considered the quality of the themes that are mutually

exclusive and disrespects to put upon the themes. In that  phase,  are determined the

uni ts of regist ration, the unit of context,  the category form among others,  as the

ini tial aim, however,  these initial presuppositions should be f lexible to the point of

to allow new objectives to emerge start ing from the exploration of the material.
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In the phase of  exploration of the material,  the researcher wil l make the

cut tings of the text in uni ts of regist ration, defining the counting rules to be used

for  quant itative treatment and accomplishes the classified and the aggregat ion of

the data,  reducing the theoretical or empiric  categories that will define the

specification of the themes. In this phase on evaluate the text  that can be the

“speaks” of the interviewee, the page of the book, the ar ticle transforming the

report in  units of understanding of the same.  Therefore,  it’s no more the author's

of the or iginal  repor t,  but  the interpretation-synthesis that the author of  the

analysis does of the same. This interpretation is a  reading again,  an interpretat ive

inclination accomplished under the optics of the researcher regarding to the

authors that he looked for to dialogue.  It is  not a  neutral reading, therefore,  but

guided by the methodology and for  the underlying theories to the analysis that

guarantee objectivity  in the treatment of the collected data transforming them in

analyzable social facts.

The convenience of that thematic reduct ion is the one of potent ially the

statistical treatment  of the data being visualized the more referred Theme,

allowing compar ing its importance to the others ones.  Necessari ly the researcher

wil l enlarge that theme accomplishing a theoretical  construction inferring analyses

starting from theoret ical referential.

Many times,  this reduction is already accomplished in the previous test and

allows the creation of alternatives,  transforming the open subjects into closed ones

of multiple choices.  For these authors it’s necessary to consider the information

obtained in elapsing of the whole path of the investigation. Naturally,  we have to

consider that in the theoretical referential,  the authors called for the debate will

guide the creat ion of  categories.  Therefore,  the best system of  reduction of data is

its  accomplishment wi th the ready readings with the analysis paradigms already
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def ined, besides being fundamental that  the own researcher makes that  evaluation

under the light  of their theoretical referent ial.  The same group of answers can be

classified differently in function of different paradigms reference.  The category

form of the arguments is not neutral in  that sense and it  imposes a choice of the

researcher.  Accomplished the operational part  of the investigat ion, i t  is necessary

to organize and to systemat ize the collected data,  transforming them in

information that faci litate  analysis and interpretation.

The  organ izatio n  of  the data tran sforms  them in  inf ormation  tha t
allow to  compar e data ,  to  e steem parameters ,  to  eva luate the
sub groups  formation ,  to  create in d icato rs ,  to  obser ve the  multip le
relationships that can  happ en amo ng the  s tudy  var iab les .  Var iab les
tha t can  be def ined  as  a p icture of  gen eral r eferen ce and  a p ic ture
of  information  d iscr iminato r  (Fr icke,  2 000, p .  3 ) .

According Fricke (2005),  the stat istic treatment is  descr iptive and needs to

be preceded by a meticulous reading and conference,  with the purpose of ver ifying

inconsistencies and the presence or not  of “outliers” (given out of the pat tern

observing the whole),  guaranteeing safety and scientific reliability of the research.

The quali tative data obtained in the open and mixed quest ions,  demand a

special t reatment,  demanding time and a lot of attention,  for making an appropriate

classification of the enormous volume of information and opinions supplied by

those researched, to answered the proposed questions.  We should consider that

each answer can have multiple ideas that are mutual ly exclusive that should be

considered and classi fied group accordingly,  in way to al low the analysis to be the

widest possible,  in order to unmask the relat ionships that the variables establish

among themselves.

The open questions represent a very significant par t in the questionnaire

and, many researchers evidence difficul ty in systematize them. That difficulty

almost always elapses from the methods tradit ionally used for the reduction of the
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data to the one theme that was the most  significant  in that context.  That reduction

method imposes the researcher to do choices in function of order of importance,

that is,  to establish prior ities in the themes and to discard the one of smaller

argumentative importance.

Analysis of Multiple Classi fication

It is in that context  that we propose an alternative process,  denominated of

Analysis of Multiple Classi fication, specifically for the treatment of “speeches”,

answers to open quest ions of argumentat ive type and referential .  We intended to

take into account all  the expressed ideas of the interviewees.  It  is inappropriate to

do a selection in the argumentative texts because the researcher appropriates of a

speech that is not yours and, and so,  he doesn't have domain about the

argumentative priorit ies.  We understand then that all of the used arguments should

be taken into account  for that multiple classificat ion. The dif ference that  settles

down between the Thematic Analysis and the Analysis of Multiple Classificat ion is

that this last one doesn't presuppose exclusive argumentative unit in  each “spoken

text” whi le the other  makes a thematic reduct ion. I t can happens that  a same

argument contains two or more ideas or it  can be analyzed under  two or more

points of  views, in addition that  all of the present arguments in the speech will  be

classified.  As we cannot previously establish the answers that will be given, it  is

necessary to create a  code system to identify  the diversi ty of ideas after the same

being registered. The answers are read in ful l detail and analyzed so much

individually as in the group, classified star ting f rom their arguments considering

the theoretical  referential  of the research so that  they are constituted in  analysis

categories.  Then they can be classified into new groups again,  by her  content if
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they constitute a very big number  of arguments.  On verifying more than one

opinion in the same answer,  all of them should be classif ied independently.  Each

argument receives a code; so that  the answers are classif ied according to the

homogenei ty of the ideas and in each “speak” we wil l look for the presence or

absence of those arguments.

Later,  the composition of the answers is evaluated respect to the created

categories veri fying if they contemplate the several opinions appropr iately,  each

one, incorporat ing the corresponding code. For each formulated subject on

generate,  on average,  five to seven analysis categories that contemplate the several

supplied opinions,  being verified later ,  the incidence or  no, of the idea in each

category,  being represented by the present or  absent factors.

The statistic t reatment of the created categories is descriptive and we

ver ified the proportion of presence and absence of the multiples arguments.  With

that we can, a poster iori,  to know the priori ty of the arguments in the opt ics of

those researched. Naturally ,  the choice of the categories for the researcher

implicates in a  decision element suppor ted by his theoret ical reference.  That refers

a process no neutral in that the researcher is backed objectively in their theoretical

considerations.  It  is  yours “reading” of the answers that  will build the analysis

categories,  for  that,  it  is  impor tant that he considers each one of them expressing

the nature of the arguments acted by each one of the categories.

The first  providence is the one of doing a li sting of the answers given in a

spreadsheet of answers.  After reading the sentences sincerely,  these are subdivided

in arguments.  This procedure can be accomplished coloring arguments that provide

the same argumentative idea ident ically .  Then on verify arguments that are

repeated,  seeking for  those mutually exclusive.  This idea doesn 't mean that  a same

speech doesn't contain more than an argument but that they cannot be looked as
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identical  argument.  I f  so,  it  is possible to melt two or three arguments in  only one,

reducing the amount.  Once the arguments are analysis categories,  it  i s important

that number is reduced and presents the characteristics that Minayo (1993)

mentions for the themes: Exhaustion -,  representative,  homogeneous,  and relevant,

mainly mutually  exclusive.  In a same speech, multiple arguments are classif ied.

All  of the arguments used by the answerers can be taken into account,  even if more

than an idea is presented or that  the same argument  can be meant for more than an

argument.  Each argument receives a code and his presence is marked in  the speech.

This is the essential  difference in relation to the analysis of  themes, which tries to

prioritize a theme in  each speech, reducing to the main idea.  In that  case,  the

“speaks” will be meant by the understanding of the researcher to a li st of priori ties

that doesn't necessar ily represent the order of the interviewees' priority.  In the

Analysis of Multiple Classi fication, the component of the researcher 's significance

is also present  because he interprets the meaning of the argument reducing it to

keywords.  What is not  present is the pr iority ,  for the arguments,  that will  be

known starting from the repeatabi lity of the used arguments.  In  that case,  the

interviewees’ indicate the priori ties.  It  is noticed, therefore,  that  two optics are

sat isfied in this treatment : the one of  the researched that establishes the prior ity

starting from the repeatabi lity of the arguments and that  of the researcher  that re-

sign the speeches reducing them to arguments.  The re-sign accomplished by the

researcher is guided by the theoretical  references of the research, l ike this,  other

researcher could arrive to arguments di fferentiated with the same ones “speeches.”

The stages of the Analysis of Multiple Classi fication are: Spreadsheet of

results and arguments synthesis,  write the concepts of the arguments as analysis

categories,  Table of presence/Absence of the arguments for repeatabil ity order and
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graph with the propor tion of presence of the arguments,  being followed by the

debate by argument that wil l be confronted with authors references.

Example

To illust rate we will  use as an example a student's  research guided by this

researcher.  In agreement wi th Fricke (2005),  the reality is subjected to the human

limitation. In the searching case,  researchers are the agents that make the

observation, the interpretation and the analysis of  the facts and data.  According to

Manfio (2004) the field of research accomplished with the teachers of fered a

significant group of data and information sending to a high complexity degree and

dif ficulty to be considered in integral ity.  An analysis,  answer  for answer was

accomplished, arriving to the def inition of categor ies that they could act with

fidelity the interviewees' thought in relation to the educational personnel 's of the

University poli tics.  There were applied open and closed questions in a

probabilistic sample of 61 teachers.  They are presented, to exemplify,  5 speeches

of one of  the open questions and later the total statistical treatment,  that

contemplates al l the speeches of that question.

Selected question: “Which the main reasons for your  entrance in  this

University as teacher /professor?”
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Step 1: Spreadsheet of data

NO Answers Code Q4
_1

Q4
_2

Q4
_3

Q4
_4

Q4
_5

Q4
_6

Q4
_7

1 Stability in the job; for the democratic form with that the
teachers and employees of the Institution act

12 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

2 Invitation to work in partnership with a teacher of the
graduation; work opportunity; to deepen the studies.

34 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

11 To continue specializing intellectually and to Act in the
higher education. I visualized a promising future

456 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

15 Job market 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
17 The main reason in entering in the Institution, at that time,

was the possibility to be in a center of generation of
knowledge; opportunity to accomplish new works

146 1 0 0 1 0 1 0

Note:    1 - Present 0 -  Absent

The example doesn't present  all of the sentences but it  a llows visual izing the

treatment  given to the same ones.  Each one of  the sentences was evaluated as for

the presence or  absence of the different arguments.  The representative degree of

the arguments was a discussion object for the impor tance of those categories in the

analysis,  its capacity to open the scientific  debate in the evaluation of the results.

For  that,  it  was important to consider each key word.

Step 2: Concepts of the key words/arguments

ARGUMENTS CONCEPTS
Q4_1 Work Conditions Good conditions of professional performance–I glide of

career, etc
Q4_2 Project of University For the democracy it interns, work philosophy, political

position and exercise of the citizenship
Q4_3 Work Opportunity Opportunity appeared in the job market
Q4_4 Qualification Perspective To deepen into studies, improvement, qualification and

educational training
Q4_5 Professional Accomplishment Professional accomplishment with future perspective
Q4_6 Academicals Performance For the possibility to be in a center of knowledge

generation
Q4_7 Geographical Localization Next university to the home place and regional center

The table 1 presents the arguments used as analysis categories by the

presence and absence of the same ones in the 61 “speeches.”
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Step 3-A:  Makes a table with the arguments pr iority

Table 1: Main reasons for the entrance in this University as teacher/professor - Ijuí–RS–BR -
2001

 ARGUMENTS Present Absent
Code 3–Work Opportunity 23 37,7% 38 62,3%
Code 1 - Work Conditions 19 31,1% 42 68,9%

Code 2–Project of Universidade/Curso 19 31,1% 42 68,9%
Code 6 - Academical Performance 16 26,2% 45 73,8%
Code 4–Qualification Perspective 9 14,8% 52 85,2%

Code 5–Professional Accomplishment 7 11,5% 54 88,5%
Code 7 - Geographical Localization 6 9,8% 55 90,2%

Source: Research of Field–MANFIO, J. P. –FRICKE, R, M..

The illustration accomplished with the propor tions of presence of each

argument presented in  repeatabili ty order wil l allow the to visualize the density

among the arguments used by the interviewees.  It  is  possible that on opts for the

table or for the illustration once the information presented for both is the same,

only the form of visualizing is different.  A table presents larger wealth of details

at the same time confronting presence and absence in that  it  informs the dimension

of the same ones so that it  can evaluate individual  impor tance.  The i llustration

presents a faster process of information once gives visibility to the presence of  the

arguments and i t allows to quickly confrontat ion, turn minimum the ef fects of the

details and allows a more dynamic reading.

Step 3-B:   Makes a graphic with the arguments prior ity

Figure 1: Main reasons for the entrance in this University as teacher/professor -
Ijuí–RS–BR - 2001

Source: Research of Field–MANFIO, J. P. –FRICKE, R, M..
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Conclusion

The Analysis of  Multiple Classification will mean the research in a double

sensitive way: for the respect to  the interviewees'  speech once it  doesn't

underestimate nor ignores any argument and for the researcher 's  participation

regarding to the authors that cal led for the debate.  The great contribution of this

method is that on could consider all arguments and,  besides,  to  consider

“speeches” under more than one point of  view.  The simplicity of  the t reatment to

contribute to do minus complicated the analysis of the open questions.
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